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Abstract
Unregulated increasing of Tumor necrosis factor-a ŽTNF-a . could be pathogenic in inflammatory diseases. The aim of this study was
to investigate the anti-inflammatory role of the Substance P-antagonists ŽSPAs. through the inhibition of histamine release ŽHR. and
TNF-a production from mast cell. Rat peritoneal mast cells ŽPMC. stimulated with Substance P ŽSP., in the presence of SPAs or not,
were analyzed for HR and TNF-a protein production. Competitive Polymerase Chain Reaction, with an internal standard competing with
target cDNA for the same primers, was used to determine the TNF-a mRNA expression. We show that the increase of either HR and
TNF-a levels in peritoneal ŽPMC. after induction with SP was inhibited by pre-incubation with SPA or with the Peptide 101 ŽP101.,
while the wD-Pro 2 , D-Phe7, D-Trp 9 x-SP ŽdSP. had no effect. Neuraminidase treatment suggests that dSP, as well as SP, interacts with sialic
acid residues on the cell surface. Moreover, SPA and P101 also inhibit the release of histamine and TNF-a induced by dSP suggesting
that a receptor-independent mechanism is involved. These data could be useful to better understand the mechanisms involved in the mast
cell activation and TNF-a production in the inflammatory diseases where SP is involved. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Advances in understanding the neuro-immune network
and a better knowledge of neuropeptides and cytokines
could be useful to study the mechanisms involved in
inflammatory diseases ŽArend, 1995; Rolak and Harati,
1997.. Pro-inflammatory cytokines are known to increase
either at mRNA or protein levels in inflamed tissues.
ŽMcMaster et al., 1992; Terranova et al., 1995; Butler et
al., 1997.. However, what drives the increase of Tumor
necrosis factor-a ŽTNF-a . is still an open question. Although the macrophage-monocyte lineage is the major
source of TNF-a produced under specific stimuli, mast
cells ŽMC. are unique as source of TNF-a, since they
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normally store it in their granules and release it upon
induction ŽGordon and Galli, 1990.. Previous studies from
our group demonstrated that MC purified for the first time
from the hypothalamus, and from the uterus, were capable
of releasing TNF-a after immunological Žanti-IgE. or
non-immunological ŽSubstance P. stimuli ŽCocchiara et al.,
1997a, 1998.. These data would suggest that MC are
involved in the neuro-immune control of inflammation and
that the neuropeptide Substance P ŽSP. is a possible mediator of this interaction. Moreover, after antidromic stimulation, the SP is released from the peripheral sensory neurones that are in close association with MC, causing in turn
an axon reflex response involving MC degranulation
ŽForeman and Jordan, 1983.. Recently, it has been demonstrated that many of the cellular responses to SP are
mediated by the seven-transmembrane domain neurokinin
receptor and several attempts have been made to identify
Substance P-antagonists ŽSPAs. capable of inhibiting the
SP receptors ŽLevine et al., 1984; Otsuka and Yoshioka,
1993.. However, since MC very likely do not display a
specific receptor for SP ŽRepke and Bienert, 1987; Church
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et al., 1989; Mousli et al., 1989., the SP-induced histamine
release ŽHR. and TNF-a production can be triggered by a
receptor-independent mechanism, suggesting that alternative SPAs must be investigated. SP is an undecapeptide
with a positively charged N-terminal ŽArg–Pro–Lys–Pro.
and a lipophilic C-terminal region. Cationic amphiphilic
peptides can insert themselves into the cell membrane and
on interaction with the cell membrane, signal transduction
pathways mediated by these peptides are activated bypassing the classical receptor interaction ŽColeman et al., 1986;
Mousli et al., 1992.. Sialic acid residues on glycolipids and
glycoproteins are the main negatively-charged molecules
exposed on the cell surface interacting with the positively
charged SP. In fact, desialysation of MC surface with
neuraminidase inhibits the SP-induced response ŽColeman
et al., 1986.. These findings stimulated us to design experiments using two peptides: first the wD-Pro 4 , D-Trp7,9,10 xSP4 – 11 ŽSPA., a peptide not capable of inducing HR
ŽPiotrowski et al., 1987., which has been also shown to
inhibit the HR induced by the SP on the skin MC ŽChurch
et al., 1989. and as second, the octapeptide ŽPeptide 101.
incorporating two lysine residues in the two N-terminal
positions that markedly produces inhibition of the 5-hydroxytryptamin Ž5HT. released by MC ŽColeman et al.,
1986.. These two peptides interacting with MC surface
through a receptor independent mechanism, as suggested
by Mukai et al. Ž1992. and Chahdi et al. Ž1998., showed
SPA activity on MC probably due to removal of the 1–3
positively charged N-terminal amino acids ŽSPA. and to
removal of 8–11 amino acids at the C-terminal ŽP101.. As
control, we used wD-Pro 2 , D-Phe7, D-Trp 9 x-SP ŽdSP., an
SP-receptor-antagonist on the synovia-cells ŽDutta et al.,
1986..
Here, we present evidences that SPAs are capable of
inhibiting selectively the increase of TNF-a, TNF-a
mRNA and HR production by SP and dSP on MC, probably bypassing the classical receptor activation and that dSP
works as a receptor-independent SP-analogue.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Animals
Wistar female rats Ž16 weeks old. were purchased from
Morini ŽItaly.. The animals were kept in our institutional
animal care facility under direction of a licensed veterinarian ŽCocchiara et al., 1995..
2.2. Purification and stimulation of peritoneal mast cell
(PMC)
PMC were prepared by peritoneal lavage with 10 ml
Tyrode’s buffer q 0.03 grl BSA q 50 ml of heparin Ž1000
Urml.. The cells were isolated on BSA gradient Ž38%
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wrv. and the PMC enriched pellet obtained was 98% pure
ŽCocchiara et al., 1990.. The Trypan blue-exclusion test
indicated a viability greater than 95%. SP, SPA, dSP and
neuraminidase were purchased from Sigma. The SP related
peptide ŽP101. was synthesized according to published
methods using solid-phase synthesis techniques ŽAtherton
and Sheppard, 1989. with a Milligen 9050 synthesiser. The
peptide was assembled on the Rink resin using Fmoc-protected amino acids and 1,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide and
1-hydroxybenzotriazole as coupling agents. It was then
purified by HPLC and the purity was assessed by amino
acid analysis and Mass Spectroscopy ŽGuerrini et al.,
1997.. Sheep anti-rat IgE was obtained from ICN, CA.
PMC were stimulated with 20 ml SP Ž1–100 mM. or
anti-IgE Ž1 mgrml., in 200 ml of Tyrode’s buffer as
described ŽCocchiara et al., 1990; Cocchiara et al., 1997a..
In experiments where the peptides were tested for inhibitory activity, 200 ml of PMC Ž2.5 = 10 4 MCrsample.
were pre-incubated with test inhibitors for 5X and for a
further 30X at 378C with the stimulus. Neuraminidase
pre-incubation was performed as described ŽCocchiara et
al., 1997b..
2.3. Measurement of secreted histamine and TNF-a
Histamine and TNF-a were secreted into the media and
measured. HR ŽHR. assay was performed by a single
isotopic enzymatic micro-assay as reported ŽCocchiara et
al., 1990.. The values of histamine released were reported
as a percentage of total cellular histamine after subtraction
of the spontaneous release. TNF-a was measured by using
the ELISA kit ŽGenzyme., as described ŽCocchiara et al.,
1995, 1996..
2.4. mRNA isolation and reÕerse transcriptase-polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR)
Cytoplasmic mRNA was isolated as reported ŽRazin et
al., 1991; Cocchiara et al., 1995.. Briefly, the PMC were
lysed and the mRNA was recovered by oligodT cellulose
ŽBoehringer Mannheim..
RNA was reverse transcribed using a cDNA synthesis
Kit ŽClontech, CA.. One-tenth of the RT mixture was
amplified with PCR standard methods using specific 5X and
3X primers for TNF-a Ž5X T A C T G A A C T T C G G G
G T G A T T G G T C C 3X and 5X C A G C C T T G T C
C C T T G A A G A G A A C C 3X , amplified fragments
were 295 bp for target cDNA. or for b-actin Ž5X C G T G G
G C C G C C C T A G G A C C A 3X and 5X G G G C C A
C A C G C A G C T C A T T G T A G 3X , amplified
fragment 175 bp.. To compare mRNA for TNF-a in
different samples Žstimulated or unstimulated. we used
competitive-PCR. Competitive PCR was performed as described ŽGilliland et al., 1990; Cocchiara et al., 1997a,
1998.. By using a Clontech kit ŽPCR Mimice Construc-
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Table 1
Primary structures of SP and SPAs
All amino acids not signed D- are L-form.
SP
SPA
P101
dSP

Arg

Pro

Lys

Pro
D-Pro

Lys
Arg

Lys
D-Pro

Gly
Lys

Ser
Pro

Gln
Gln
Gly
Gln

Gln
Gln
Ser
Gln

tion Kit. we constructed an exogenous internal standard
Žcompetitor. that competed with the target cDNA for the
same primers. The size of the internal control was 249 bp
and therefore the products were resolved in two different
gel-bands. To determine the correct dilution of the internal
control needed to quantify the TNF-a mRNA, unstimulated and stimulated samples with SP and SPA were
amplified by using serial dilutions of the internal control
Ždata not shown.. Then, the resulting amount of internal
control used was 10 4 moleculesrsample. The cDNA sample Ž1r10 of RT. was added to 2 ml of competitor Ž10 4
moleculesrsample. and used as template for the amplification with 5X and 3X specific TNF-a primers. The quantification was obtained by comparison of the ratio between
the intensity of the bands corresponding to DNA target and
competitor, in each sample ŽCocchiara et al., 1998.. All the
PCRs were performed in 50 ml with 2.5 U Taq DNA
polymerase ŽPromega.. The amplification steps involved a
single hot start step at 948C for 5X , followed by 25–35
cycles with denaturation at 948C for 45Y , annealing at 608C
for 45Y and extension at 728C for 2X . A final extension at
728C for 8X was performed. Equal amounts of PCR products Ž5 ml. were resolved on 2% agarose gel containing
ethidium bromide. Negative Polaroid photographs of
stained gels were analysed by densitometric scanning and
the absorbance value of the intensity of the bands was
estimated by Molecular Analysis Software ŽBioRad.. The
values were compared in each sample as ratio of TNF-a
cDNA vs. the competitor.

Phe
D-Trp

Phe
D-Phe

Phe
Phe
Phe
Phe

Gly

Leu

D-Trp

D-Trp

Met
Met

NH2
NH2

Leu

Met

NH2

NH2
D-Trp

maximal stimulation Ž90 " 5.4%. occurring at 100 mM
ŽFig. 1A.. Incubation of PMC with SP-antagonists ŽSPA
and P101. alone showed that they were ineffective as
inducers of HR Ždata not shown.. When the PMC were
pre-incubated with the two SP-antagonists SPA and P101,
at a concentration of 100 mM and then stimulated with SP
at different concentrations, a significant inhibition of the
HR value was observed with SP 100 mM Ž p - 0.001. and
10 mM Ž p - 0.01., with a maximum effect Ž32 " 2% for
SPA and 68 " 4.8% for P101. when SP 50 mM was used
ŽFig. 1A.. To ascertain the specificity of the SPAs activity,
they were titrated against a fixed concentration of SP Ž50

2.5. Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean " SEM of repeated experiments. One-way analysis of variance ŽANOVA. was used
to determine differences between groups. When differences exist, the ANOVA analysis was followed by the
two-tailed Student’s t-test. A p value - 0.05 was considered significant ŽTable 1..

3. Results
3.1. Modulation of SP-induced HR from PMC by SPAs
To measure the HR, we first tested the effect of SP on
the PMC ŽFig. 1.. PMC spontaneously released less than
10% of histamine. The exposure of PMC to SP Ž1–100
mM. increased the HR in a dose-dependent way, with

Fig. 1. Effect of SP and SPAs on rat PMC HR. ŽA. PMC 10 5 rml were
treated with SP alone Žx., SP plus 100 mM SPA ŽB., SP plus 100 mM
P101 Ž'.. ŽB. The SP-antagonists dSP Žv ., SPA ŽB., P101 Ž'., at a
concentration of 1–100 mM were titrated against SP 50 mM. Each point
represents mean data"SEM Žerror bars are not shown when graphically
too small.. U p- 0.001, UU p- 0.01, comparing each point at the same
concentration induced by different peptides, ns10.
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mM.. The SPAs gave a significant Ž p - 0.001. inhibition
of HR at 100 mM, even though at 50 and 10 mM they
were also partially effective ŽFig. 1B.. The dSP peptide,
used as control, was active as histamine releaser Ždata not
shown., but failed to antagonize SP-induced HR when
tested in the range 1–100 mM ŽFig. 1B.. To confirm that
HR was really induced by SP, we pre-incubated this
peptide with anti-SP antibodies and as expected, the effect
of SP as histamine releaser was significantly reduced Ždata
not shown..
3.2. SP induction of TNF-a secretion selectiÕely inhibited
by SPAs
The data previously reported by our group ŽCocchiara et
al., 1997b. suggested that the HR was induced by SP
through a receptor-independent mechanism. This HR was
inhibited by SPAs such as SPA and P101. To determine
whether TNF-a production induced by SP was also inhibited by the same antagonists, we performed an ELISA on
the supernatant of PMC stimulated with SP, in the presence of SPAs ŽFig. 2.. Unstimulated PMC spontaneously
released 80 pgrml of TNF-a, whereas about four times
more TNF-a, 288 pgrml, was released after SP stimulation. When PMC stimulated with SP were pre-treated with
either SPA or P101, a clear inhibition of the SP-response

Fig. 3. PCR analysis of TNF-a gene expression in PMC stimulated with
SP and its inhibition by SPA. ŽA. Expression of 295 bp fragment of
TNF-a mRNA was determined in PMC. Purified PMC Ž10 4 rsample.,
were unstimulated Žlane 1., stimulated with SP 100–10–1 mM, in
absence Žlane 2–3–4., or in presence of SPA 100 mM Žlane 5–6–7., or
treated with SPA 100 mM alone Žlane 8.. M: markers were 123 bp ladder.
After stimulation the mRNA was isolated and submitted to RT. The
TNF-a cDNA sample were mixed with 2=10 4 molecules of competitorrsample Žexogenous internal standard 249 bp., submitted to a competitive PCR and the amplification products were resolved by agarose gel
electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide ŽEB.. The same cDNA
samples were amplified with b-actin specific primers. Representative of
four experiments. ŽB. The results of several experiments are summarised
Ž ns 4.. Comparison of the ratio between the intensity of the bands
products Žas evaluated by densitometric scanning. corresponding to target
and competitor, in each sample.

was observed. The TNF-a decreased to 76 pgrml with
SPA, and to 53 pgrml with P101, reaching 100% of
inhibition, while pre-treatment with dSP did not have any
inhibitory effect Ž260 pgrml.. The data reported on Fig. 2
are the mean of four experiments.
Fig. 2. The effect of SPAs on TNF-a production. Results of TNF-a
production from PMC Ž10 6 rml. supernatant activates with 50 mM SP
alone ŽBar 2. or in presence of 100 mM of dSP ŽBar 3., 100 mM of SPA
ŽBar 4. and 100 mM of P101 ŽBar 5. were obtained by ELISA. As
control, PMC were incubated in parallel with medium alone ŽBar 1.. Each
point represents the mean"SEM, ns 4.

3.3. CompetitiÕe PCR analysis of TNF-a gene expression
and effects of SPA and neuraminidase
To determine whether SPAs were capable of interfering
with the induction of SP-mediated TNF-a mRNA synthe-
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sis, a competitive PCR analysis was performed on mRNA
extracted from PMC. Fig. 3 shows a representative ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel, comparing TNF-a
mRNA levels in PMC stimulated with SP 1–100 mM and
pre-treated with or without SPA 100 mM. The TNF-a
mRNA increased 3.5–5 times more than the control values
with SP 10 and 100 mM. This enhancement was sensitive
to the SPA, since a strong inhibition Ž82%. was obtained
when SP-activated PMC were pre-incubated with SPA,
while dSP failed to do so.
Similar results were obtained when SP-activated PMC
were pre-treated with the P101 antagonist ŽFig. 4.. In these
experiments the TNF-a mRNA enhancement Ž5–10 times
above control values. was inhibited by 40–60% when
SP-activated PMC were pre-incubated with P101. As a
control, the P101 was not capable of inhibiting the TNF-a
mRNA induction mediated by anti-IgE, clearly suggesting
that it did not show any toxic effect on the cells ŽFig. 4..
This nontoxic effect was also observed when the other
SPA was used Ždata not shown..

Fig. 5. Comparison of TNF-a mRNA level in SP-stimulated PMC and its
inhibition by SPA. Expression of TNF-a was determined as described in
Fig. 3. PMC were stimulated with SP 50 mM Žlane 1., SPA 100 mM
Žlane 2., or dSP 100 mM Žlane 3. alone; or pre-treated with SPA 100 mM
Žlane 4., dSP 100 mM Žlane 5., and then stimulated with SP 50 mM. ŽA.
Representative gel of four experiments. ŽB. The results of several experiments are summarised Ž ns 4.. The values are reported after subtraction
of the unstimulated sample. The quantitation was obtained by comparison
of the ratio between the intensity of the bands corresponding to target and
competitor.

Fig. 4. Detection of TNF-a transcripts by RT-PCR. ŽA. Expression of
TNF-a mRNA was determined as described in Fig. 3. PMC were
unstimulated Žlane 1.; stimulated with: SP 100–10–1–0.1–0.01 mM
alone, Žlane 2–3–4–5–6.; or in presence of P101, 100 mM Žlane 8–9–
10–11–12.; P101 100 mM plus anti-IgE Žlane 13.; anti-IgE alone Žlane
14.; P101 100 mM alone Žlane 7.. EB-stained agarose gel, representative
of four experiments. ŽB. TNF-a values compared with the competitive
standard.

Furthermore, by using a sub-optimal concentration of
SP Ž50 mM. we compared the effect of SPA and dSP on
TNF-a mRNA levels ŽFig. 5., and we found that the
TNF-a mRNA production was induced by SP and that this
effect was inhibited only by pre-treatment with the antagonist SPA. No inhibition was observed when dSP was used
ŽFig. 5.. The amount of b-actin mRNA was evaluated in
the same extracted RNA samples used for the TNF-a
mRNA quantification, in order to test the efficiency of the
extraction and the RT procedure. In fact, in repeated
experiments the mean value of the b-actin cDNA levels
differed less than 10% ŽFigs. 3–5..
To determine whether the TNF-a mRNA increase was
triggered by a receptor-independent mechanism, we compared the induction due to the SP with that due to the
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anti-IgE mediated by the IgE receptors and the effect of
neuraminidase treatment on purified PMC was tested. As
expected, comparing the ratio targetrcompetitor for each
sample, an inhibitory effect of neuraminidase Ž0.1 Urml.
in SP-stimulated PMC was observed Ž75%. while no inhibition was found in anti-IgE stimulated cells. This result
would suggest that the sialic acid on the cell surface plays
a role in the SP-mediated induction of PMC and that a
receptor-independent mechanism is probably involved ŽFig.
6.. Moreover, when PMC were treated with neuraminidase
no stimulation was induced by dSP, suggesting that it

Fig. 7. Competitive RT-PCR of the TNF-a mRNA in PMC incubated
with P101 and SPA then stimulated with dSP and pre-treated with
neuraminidase or not. ŽA. Expression of TNF-a mRNA was determined
as described in Fig. 3. The TNF-a mRNA production was compared in
PMC neuraminidase untreated Ž0 Urml. Žlane 2–6. and neuraminidase
treated Žlane 7–10.. PMC unstimulated Žlane 1., stimulated with SP 100
mM Žlane 2., with dSP 100 mM Žlane 3., pre-incubated with P101 100
mM and then stimulated with dSP 100 mM Žlane 4., pre-incubated with
SPA 100 mM and then stimulated with dSP 100 mM Žlane 5., pre-incubated with dSP 100 mM and then stimulated with SP 100 mM Žlane 6..
PMC were neuraminidase treated Ž0.1 Urml. Žlane 7–10.. PMC stimulated with dSP 100 mM Žlane 7., pre-incubated with P101 100 mM and
then stimulated with dSP 100 mM Žlane 8., pre-incubated with SPA 100
mM and then stimulated with dSP 100 mM Žlane 9., pre-incubated with
dSP 100 mM and then stimulated with SP 100 mM Žlane 10.. ŽB.
Comparison of the relative ratio between the intensity of the bands
corresponding to two amplification cDNA products was reported. The
ratio targetrcompetitor were calculated in each sample treated with or
without neuraminidase. The results of four experiments are summarised
Ž ns 4..

Fig. 6. Competitive RT-PCR of TNF-a mRNA in PMC stimulated with
SP or anti-IgE and pre-treated with neuraminidase or not. ŽA. A fixed
amount of PMC Ž10 3 MCrsample. were neuraminidase untreated Ž0
Urml neuraminidase.: unstimulated Žlane 1.; stimulated with anti-IgE 1
mgrml Žlane 2.; stimulated with SP 100 mM Žlane 3.; or were treated
with neuraminidase Ž0.1 Urml.: unstimulated Žlane 4.; stimulated with
anti-IgE 1 mgrml Žlane 5.; stimulated with SP 100 mM Žlane 6.. The
TNF-a cDNA samples were mixed with 2=10 3 molecules of competitorrsample and submitted to PCR. The amplification products were
resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with EB. ŽB. Comparison of the relative ratio between the intensity of the bands corresponding
to two amplification cDNA products was reported. The ratio targetrcompetitor, calculated in each, unstimulated or stimulated Žwith a IgE or SP.
treated with neuraminidase or without, MC samples was subtracted from
the reported relative targetrcompetitor ratio Ž ns 5..

works as a receptor-independent SP-analogue, more than
as a SP-antagonist ŽFig. 7..
To confirm that a receptor-independent mechanism was
involved, we tested whether the antagonists used in the
experiments with SP were also capable of inhibiting dSP
induced HR and production of TNF-a. The results reported in Fig. 7 show that P101 and SPA were also
capable of inhibiting the dSP response.

4. Discussion
The increase of TNF-a is probably getting worse inflammatory diseases and several attempts have been made
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to inhibit this cytokine by using anti TNF-a antibodies.
The aim of this study was to interfere with the mechanism
that increases the TNF-a production and we postulated
that during an inflammatory process, early events induced
by the neuropeptide SP could be the cause of the TNF-a
increase ŽCocchiara et al., 1997a.. We demonstrate that the
selective inhibition of TNF-a production from SP-induced
MC is modulated by SPAs. The possibility that MC stimulated by SP are a source of TNF-a was first suggested by
Northern blot analysis of murine MC RNA ŽAnsel et al.,
1993.. Furthermore, we have shown that uterine MC are
capable of secreting TNF-a in vitro after SP activation,
and that this release is selectively restricted to MC ŽCocchiara et al., 1995, 1997a.. The in vitro studies presented
here show that PMC produce increasing amount of TNF-a
mRNA after SP activation, as determined by competitive
RT-PCR, and that this expression is down-regulated by
SPAs. In fact, SP stimulates TNF-a expression in a dosedependent manner and the level of both TNF-a mRNA
and protein is inhibited by SPA, an antagonist of SP. SPA
has been previously shown to be not effective in inducing
HR ŽChurch et al., 1989., even though it is capable of
inhibiting the SP-induced HR from rat skin MC in vitro
ŽChurch et al., 1989.. Data already reported show that SPA
is capable of inhibiting the release of histamine from MC
by using a specific mechanism membrane-dependent. In
fact, such an inhibition is working on intact cells but not
on streptolysin O-permeabilized MC. This inhibition is
induced by cationic compounds such as mastoparan,
48r80, SP and neuropeptide Y but not by Ca-ionophore
A23187 or by IgE-dependent activation ŽPiotrowski et al.,
1987; Chahdi et al., 1998.. Our data on the effect of SPA
on MC suggest that this molecule is not capable of inducing TNF-a production. However, when MC were pretreated with this molecule and then stimulated with SP, we
observed an inhibition of the production of TNF-a, TNF-a
mRNA and HR.
Earlier studies showed that the most effective antagonist
of the 5HT release by PMC after SP stimulation was an
octapeptide ŽP101. incorporating two lysine residues at the
N-terminal region ŽColeman et al., 1986..
In agreement with these data, we found that a significant inhibition of the HR and TNF-a increase after SP
stimulation was obtained with the P101. In contrast, dSP, a
putative SP receptor antagonist on synoviocytes ŽEngberg
et al., 1981., does not block the enhancement of TNF-a
induced by SP. These results suggest that this dSP, acting
on SP receptors, does not block the SP activity on MC, a
finding consistent with the hypothesis that a receptor-independent mechanism is involved. In fact, several reports
strongly suggest that the activation sites for SP on MC do
not belong to the classical NK-1, NK-2 or NK-3 tachykinin
receptors ŽRepke and Bienert, 1987; Mousli et al., 1989;
Withe, 1993.. In addition, recent studies support the idea
that the MC degranulation induced by SP is receptor-independent, suggesting a direct interaction between the SP

crossing the cell membrane and the a-subunit of the
G-protein ŽLorenz et al., 1998.. Therefore, the mechanism
suggested to explain the action of the SPAs including the
SPA is focused on the interaction with the G-protein that
could be inhibited ŽMukai et al., 1992; Chahdi et al.,
1998.. On the peritoneal and uterine MC, the release of
histamine induced by the SP is inhibited by preincubation
with neuraminidase that is known to hydrolize the sialic
acid on the membrane ŽCocchiara et al., 1997a,b.. The
same kind of inhibition was found for some cationic
compounds, such as the mastoparan, with an activity comparable to the SP ŽChadhi et al., 1998. and the compound
48r80 ŽMousli et al., 1990; Mousli et al., 1992. but
neither for the Ca-ionophore A23187 ŽChadhi et al., 1998.
nor for the stimulation IgE-dependent ŽColeman et al.,
1986; Cocchiara et al., 1997a,b.. The SPA shows the same
selectivity in inhibiting the release of histamine comparable to that showed by the compound 48r80, SP and
mastoparan ŽPiotrowski et al., 1987; Chahdi et al., 1998.
suggesting a clear interaction between the presence of
sialic acid residues and the inhibitory activity of the SP.
This is also supported by our observation that neuraminidase induces an inhibitory effect on SP and dSP-induced HR and TNF-a mRNA expression, suggesting that
negatively charged sialic acid residues on cell surface,
could play a role in the initial interaction of polybasic
compounds and MC activation. Moreover, the dSP activities on MC were inhibited by preincubation with P101 or
SPA, suggesting that a receptor-independent mechanism is
involved. Competitive PCR and ELISA analysis of TNF-a
expression revealed that TNF-a and TNF-a mRNA were
reduced by SPAs, suggesting that TNF-a response could
be regulated at either transcriptional and post-transcriptional level.
The precise mechanism involved in the TNF-a induction by the undecapeptide SP and its C-terminal analogues
is still unknown. The most important features of the SP are
a positive charge at the N-terminal and a hydrophobic
sequence at the C-terminal. Previous data indicate that the
biological effect of SP on TNF-a production by human
monocytes and macrophages mainly depends on the sequence of the C-terminal region of the SP molecule
ŽJeurissen et al., 1994; Ho et al., 1998., while the release
of histamine is mainly dependent on both the N-terminal
ŽSp1 – 4 . and the C-terminal regions ŽChurch et al., 1989..
The data reported in the present study suggest that the SPA
even though contains a proline residue at the position 4 of
the N-terminal sequence, is still an inhibitor for the MC
probably because there is a replacement of the amino acids
in position 7, 9 and 10 of the C-terminal region. The P101
without the amino acids 8–11 is also capable of inhibiting
the enhancement of TNF-a production and HR.
The stimuli producing degranulation and HR in MC
were not necessarily equipotent in causing TNF-a production, therefore drugs that inhibit HR may not necessarily
have similar effects on the cytokine secretion by MC
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ŽBaumgartner et al., 1994; Hide et al., 1997.. The results
that we obtained show that the SP antagonists SPA and
P101 can inhibit these processes. In addition, we show that
the action of receptor-independent SPAs was nontoxic and
specific for SP, since the P101 failed to inhibit the stimulation mediated by the IgE-receptor. In conclusion, the strong
inhibition of TNF-a production and HR obtained with the
receptor-independent SPAs could be important in developing future therapy for inflammatory diseases since these
antagonists might interrupt the axon reflex-mediated neurogenic inflammation determined by SP-induced HR and
TNF-a production.
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